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降压 PFC 控制器
查询样品: UCC29910A

1特性 说明

• 降压功率因数校正用于在整个线路输入电压范围内 对于需要高功率因数 (>0.9) 并希望满足 IEC
实现高效率 61000-3-2 规范要求的设计人员，UCC29910A 降压功

• 低离线启动电流，并采用了旨在实现快速启动及软 率因数校正 (PFC) 控制器在通用线路输入电压范围内
起动的 SmartStart 算法。 提供了相对平坦的高效性能。 固有的浪涌电流限制功

• 可兼容依靠 AC 线路的阻性或传输晶体管馈电型启 能基于一种降压拓扑，可免除增设额外组件的需要。
动方式

凭借 84 V 的典型总线电压，该拓扑非常适用于低电压
• 针对待机和轻负载条件的低功耗 SmartBurst 模式

应力下游稳压/隔离功率链路，例如：受控于
• 用于 PFC 控制及过流保护的电流检测输入 UCC29900 的半桥段，（德州仪器文献编
• 线路检测欠压闭锁 (UVLO) 号：SLUS923). 这种组合所产生的共模噪声很低，从
• 用于外部启动耗尽型 FET 的检测及驱动控制 而降低了滤波要求并实现了异常高的转换效率。
• 闭锁故障输入引脚

UCC29910A 拥有 AC 线路欠压闭锁 (UVLO) 及旨在实

现快速启动的受控软起动功能。 通过运用旨在实现同应用
类最佳之无负载及轻负载性能的高级电源管理算法，提• 高效率 AC-DC 适配器
升了轻负载效率。• 扁平和高密度适配器

简化的应用示意图

1
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这些装置包含有限的内置 ESD 保护。

存储或装卸时，应将导线一起截短或将装置放置于导电泡棉中，以防止 MOS 门极遭受静电损伤。

订购信息
器件型号 封装 PACKING

UCC29910APW Plastic, 14-Pin TSSOP (PW) 90-Pc. Tube

UCC29910APWR Plastic, 14-Pin TSSOP (PW) 2000-Pc. 卷带封装

最大绝对额定值
超过自然通风条件下的工作温度范围（除非另有说明） (1) (2) (3)

数值 单位
4.1

VDD 电源电压
-0.3 V

Voltage: All pins −0.3 to VDD + 0.3

TA Operating free air temperature, (4)

−40 to 105
TJ Operational junction temperature, (4)

°C
TSTG Storage temperature (4) −40 to 105

Lead temperature (10 seconds) 260

(1) These are stress limits. Stress beyond these limits may cause permanent damage to the device. Functional operation of the device at
these or any conditions beyond those indicated under RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS is not implied. Exposure to
absolute maximum rated conditions for extended periods of time may affect device reliability.

(2) All voltages are with respect to VSS.
(3) All currents are positive into the terminal, negative out of the terminal.
(4) Higher temperature may be applied during board soldering process according to the current JEDEC J-STD-020 specification with peak

reflow temperatures not higher than classified on the device label on the shipping boxes or reels.

THERMAL INFORMATION
UCC29910A

THERMAL METRIC (1) TSSOP (PW) UNITS

14 PINS

θJA Junction-to-ambient thermal resistance (2) 101.5

θJCtop Junction-to-case (top) thermal resistance (3) 48.9

θJB Junction-to-board thermal resistance (4) 43.9 °C/W

ψJT Junction-to-top characterization parameter (5) 1.2

ψJB Junction-to-board characterization parameter (6) 43.3

(1) For more information about traditional and new thermal metrics, see the IC Package Thermal Metrics application report, SPRA953.
(2) The junction-to-ambient thermal resistance under natural convection is obtained in a simulation on a JEDEC-standard, high-K board, as

specified in JESD51-7, in an environment described in JESD51-2a.
(3) The junction-to-case (top) thermal resistance is obtained by simulating a cold plate test on the package top. No specific

JEDEC-standard test exists, but a close description can be found in the ANSI SEMI standard G30-88.
(4) The junction-to-board thermal resistance is obtained by simulating in an environment with a ring cold plate fixture to control the PCB

temperature, as described in JESD51-8.
(5) The junction-to-top characterization parameter, ψJT, estimates the junction temperature of a device in a real system and is extracted

from the simulation data for obtaining θJA, using a procedure described in JESD51-2a (sections 6 and 7).
(6) The junction-to-board characterization parameter, ψJB, estimates the junction temperature of a device in a real system and is extracted

from the simulation data for obtaining θJA , using a procedure described in JESD51-2a (sections 6 and 7).

2 版权 © 2011, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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建议的应用条件
over operating free-air temperature range, all the voltages refer to the VSS pin (unless otherwise noted)

最小值 标称值 最大值 单位
TA Operating free air temperature −40 105 °C

VDD Input Voltage 3.0 3.6
V

All Inputs 0 VDD

电气特性
超过自然通风条件下的工作温度范围（除非另有说明）

参数 测试条件 最小值 典型值 最大值 单位
Supply Current

IVDD Operating current VDD = 3.3 V 5 8 mA

Voltage Monitoring (1)

VNM VBULK nominal Normal mode (2) PFCDRV = 100 kHz 1.042 1.048 1.054 V

VBH VLINESNS start-up VB(min) < VBIASSNS < VB(max) 258 264 270

VBL VLINESNS brownout Normal mode (2) 243 249 255 mVRMS

VLM VLINESNS max Normal mode (2) 925 931 937

VB(max VBIASSNS max VLINESNS > VBH 907 913 919
) mV
VB(min) VBIASSNS min VLINESNS > VBH 451 457 463

FAULT Input

tf Latch Time (3) Normal mode (2), FAULT pin goes < 0.8 V 100 µs

Positive going input thresholdVIT+ 1.45 2.5voltage

Negative going input thresholdVIT- 0.8 1.85 Vvoltage

Input voltage hysteresis VIT+ -VHYS 0.3 1VIT-

PFCDRV section

fSW 开关频率 Normal mode (2) 94 100 106 kHz

At PFCDRV pin, normal mode (2), VLINESNS = VBH,D最大值 Max duty cycle 89% 90% 91%VBULK = 1.025 V

VDD-IO = -1.5 mA VDD0.25VHigh level output voltage atVOH PFCDRV pin VDD-IO = -6 mA VDD V0.6V

IO = 1.5 mA 0 0.25Low Level Output Voltage atVOL PFCDRV pin IO = 6 mA 0 0.6

BIASCTRL Output

Low level output voltage at Start-up mode (4), VBIASSNS increasing and <VBC 0 0.25BIASCTRL pin VB(max), IO = 1.5 mA
V

High level output voltage at Start-up mode (4), VBIASSNS decreasing and > VDD- VDDBIASCTRL pin VB(min), IO = -1.5mA 0.25V

(1) VBULK, VLINESNS and VBIASSNS voltage thresholds are based on VREFIN = 1.500 V. These will change proportionally as VREFIN
changes. Input bias current at these pins is ±50 nA max.

(2) Normal mode entered when VDD present, VREFIN = 1.500 V, VLINESNS increased from 0 to VBH < VLINESNS < VLM, VBIASSNS
increased from 0 to VB(max) < VBIASSNS < 1.025 V then reduced to VB(min) < VBIASSNS < VB(max)，VCS = 150 mV, VBULK increased
to VNM then reduced to 1.025 V. There is a 600-ms timeout on this process.

(3) FAULT inputs shorter than tf cause a non-latched shutdown. FAULT inputs longer than tf cause a latched shutdown.
(4) Start-up mode entered when VDD present, VLINESNS increased from 0 to VBH < VLINESNS < VLM , VBIASSNS increased from 0 to

VB(max) < VBIASSNS < 1.025 V then reduced to VB(min) < VBIASSNS < VB(max), VBULK = 0 V. There is a 600 ms timeout on this
process.
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器件信息
UCC29910A 14- Pin TSSOP (PW)

终端功能
终端

I/O 说明
名称 编号

Provides power to the device; should be decoupled with ceramic capacitor (1 µF), connectedVDD 1 - directly across pins 1-14.

VBULK 2 I Voltage sensing of the bulk capacitor.

CS 3 I Current sense input for PFC stage.

LINESNS 4 I Rectified AC line sense input.

CS 5 I Current sense input for PFC stage.

REFIN 6 I Reference input for internal comparators/error amplifier.

NC 7 - NC, this pin is not used, and should be left open.

故障 8 I Fault input for over-voltage or over-load protection.

BIASSNS 9 I Sense input for the bias rail for startup control.

TST 10 I This pin should be connected directly to VDD.

NC 11 - No connection should be made to this pin.

BIASCTRL 12 O Control output for the external startup FET for startup control.

PFCDRV 13 O Drive for PFC FET.

VSS 14 - Ground for internal circuitry.

4 版权 © 2011, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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Detailed Pin Description

Pin 1 – VDD: This pin supplies power to the device. A minimum supply voltage level of 3.0 V and maximum of
3.6 V is recommended.

Pin 2 – VBULK: The output voltage level, VBULK is sensed on this pin. The HV bulk sensing network should be
scaled so that the desired output voltage produces VNM at this pin. The Thevenin impedance at this pin should be
below 20 kΩ, with appropriate capacitance provided for noise filtering.

注
The VBULK scaling and LINESNS scaling must maintain a ratio of close to 4:1 to ensure
optimum operation of the SmartStart algorithm.

Pin 3 – CS: This pin senses the current in the PFC stage. Both CS pins must be connected to the current sense
signal and it is not permissible to leave one floating. The CS pins are intended to sense average low side PFC
FET current directly. A 150-mΩ current sense resistor value is optimal for powers of 90 W, with appropriate
scaling for higher power levels. The recommended feed impedance level is approximately 100 Ω, and a capacitor
of 1 µF is also recommended to act as a filter on the input current and to minimise noise pickup. A smaller value
capacitor may result in possible current loop instability. A larger cap value may result in poor Power Factor (PF)
due to excessive current signal phase shift. UCC29910A does not provide cycle-by-cycle inductor current
limiting. An external circuit is needed if this type of protection is required.

Pin 4 – LINESNS: This pin senses the rectified line voltage. The internal reference for this pin is internally scaled
to ¼ of the VBULK reference.

注
The LINESNS scaling and VBULK scaling must maintain a ratio of close to 1:4 to ensure
optimum operation of the SmartStart algorithm.

A peak of high-line voltage (typically 373-V for 264-VAC input) should be scaled to correspond to 1.158 VDC at
this pin. A pin feed impedance of less than 20 kΩ is recommended along with a filter capacitor of at least 2.2 nF
for noise filtering. The RMS voltage at this pin must be greater than VBH before PFCDRV can start switching.
The PFCDRV will go low if the RMS voltage drops below the brownout level VBL (21 ms timeout). The controller
will not start if VLINESNS exceeds VLM, (VBULK = 0 V).

Pin 5 – CS: See pin 3 description above. This pin senses the current in the PFC stage, pins 3 and 5 must be
connected together.

Pin 6 – REFIN: This pin must be connected to an external accurate 1.500 V reference source, e.g. using a
suitable shunt regulator with voltage setting resistors such as TLVH431A. The reference voltage must be
established within 100 ms after VDD reaches 3.0 V.

Pin 7 – NC: This pin is not used, and should be left open.

版权 © 2011, Texas Instruments Incorporated 5
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Pin 8 – FAULT: This pin when pulled low causes PFCDRV and BIASCTRL to go low, typically within 10 us. After
a 100 us delay the FAULT input is sampled again. If the FAULT has cleared high, the UCC29910A goes into
SmartStart mode. If the FAULT input is still low the device enters a latched shutdown state.

Pin 9 – BIASSNS: This pin is used to sense the PFC stage bias rail (normally in the 8 V to 12 V range to drive
the PFC power MOSFET) during start-up to allow control of the external start-up FET. The voltage at this pin
must be greater than VB(max) before PFCDRV switching commences. If the voltage drops below VB(min) the
BIASCTRL output goes low, which can enable an external start-up FET.

Pin 10 – TST: This pin provides no user function. It must be connected to VDD.

Pin 11 – NC: This pin is for internal use only, and must be normally left open.

Pin 12 – BIASCTRL: This pin allows control of an external start-up FET.

Pin 13 – PFCDRV: This pin is used to drive the low-side PFC FET indirectly. This pin should be connected to a
level-shifting gate driver to provide the required drive signal amplitude for typical high voltage power FETs. For
this drive signal, D最大值 is limited to 90% duty cycle.

Pin 14 – VSS: This pin is the common ground connection for the device.

UCC29910A Functional Block Diagram

6 版权 © 2011, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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应用信息

The UCC29910A controls a Buck PFC stage and is particularly suited to AC/DC applications in the power range
from 65 W to 130 W. A fully characterised reference design using the UCC29910A PFC controller and the
UCC29900 Integral Cycle Controller is available on request. The design is for a 90 W PSU intended for laptop
adapter applications. It comprises a Buck PFC front end using the UCC29910A to convert line power to a
nominal 84 VDC. A UCC29900 controls the conversion of this bulk voltage to a nominal 19.25 V output using a
half bridge output power stage. The paragraphs following give some details on how the UCC29910A has been
used in this application. Additional guidelines for both the UCC29910A and UCC29900 are available on request.

POR

A Power On Reset function operates at turn-on.

Start Up Bias Control

This block controls the BIASCTRL output which may be used to control an external depletion mode start-up FET
during the start-up phase and also while the UCC29910A is operating in SmartBurst Light Load mode (explained
below). After POR the BIASCTRL output is held low until the voltage at the BIASSNS pin reaches VB(max) at
which point BIASCTRL is driven high which turns the external FET off and the start-up phase is initiated. The
UCC29910A continues to monitor the voltage at the BIASSNS pin and if it drops below VB(min) BIASCTRL goes
low again, turning the start-up FET on again. At the end of the start-up phase the UCC29910A enters normal
mode operation and BIASCTRL pin is held high. In normal mode, auxiliary windings maintain the VCCA rail (see
图 5). When the UCC29910A is operating in SmartBurst light-load mode there is a possibility that these auxiliary
windings can no longer supply enough current to support the bias supply within acceptable limits. The start-up
bias control block prevents the bias rail from collapsing by setting the BIASCTRL pin low if VBIASSNS drops
below VB(min). This signal may be used to turn on the external start-up FET on, thereby supplying added current
to the bias rail. If VBIASSNS increases above VBLO (495 mV approx.) BIASCTRL is set low again. The bias rail is
therefore controlled between acceptable limits.

Brown_Out Detection and Filter, Latch Reset Detect

If the RMS voltage at the LINESNS pin drops below VBL for more than 21 ms (approx) the controller latches off.
In this condition, the PFCDRV pin is low. The UCC29910A recovers from this state if the RMS voltage at the
LINESNS pin falls below the reset level (VRS = 218-mV RMS) for at least 120 ms and then increases to at least
VBH. When this happens the UCC29910A enters its start-up mode after a 10-s timeout. Power cycling is not
needed for recovery after a brown_out event.

Smart Start, Soft Start, Burst Control

This module controls the gate control logic during the start-up phase.

振荡器
The internal oscillator runs at a fixed 100 kHz.
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Control system

The UCC29910A uses an average current mode control loop to regulate the output voltage, this eliminates the
need for slope compensation. The two inputs to this control loop are the voltages at the VBULK and CS (Current
Sense) pins.

Voltage Loop – PI Error Amp

The output of the PI (Proportional Integral) Error Amplifier is proportional to the difference between the voltages
at the VBULK pin and the REFIN pins. The integral term in the amplifier drives the steady state error to zero but,
in common with virtually all PFC controllers the control loop bandwidth is very low – approximately 10 Hz in this
case.

Current Sense

The CS pins allow the UCC29910A to sense the average current in the power stage. The current sense signal is
subtracted from the demand signal from the error amplifier and the result is used to set the PFCDRV duty cycle.

PWM Generator

The PWM Generator generates a duty cycle signal which is fed into the gate control logic. The duty cycle
commanded is proportional to the demand signal from the control loop.

Light Load Detect / Burst Mode Control

As the load on the power stage decreases the standing losses due to, for example, the drive power needed to
effect switching of the main power MOSFET, becomes an increasingly important proportion of the whole. The
UCC29910A includes a SmartBurst light-load mode which significantly reduces these standing losses. In Normal
Mode operation the UCC29910A continuously switches the power MOSFET, in light load the power MOSFET is
switched in a burst mode. Power losses are reduced very significantly between bursts because there is no
switching activity in the power train. During the burst, the power train is efficiently operated at close to full power.
The average power transferred from input to output is controlled by modulating the interval between bursts.

Gate Control Logic

The Gate Control Logic block takes the inputs from a number of sources and outputs the PFCDRV signal.

The fault latch output disables the gate control logic and sets the PFCDRV to low.

The BULK OV clamp forces the PFCDRV output low if the voltage at the VBULK pin exceeds 107% of VNM.

The Start-up burst signal determines the PFCDRV on and off times during the start-up phase before the PWM
generator becomes active.

The PFC duty cycle signal sets the PFCDRV output duty cycle demand in normal mode. A line dependent D最小值
and a 90% D最大值 limit are applied.

The light load detect burst mode control block controls operation during light load mode and entry to and exit
from this mode.

8 版权 © 2011, Texas Instruments Incorporated
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BULK OV Clamp

The low bandwidth of the normal control loop prevents it from controlling an increase in VBULK due for example,
to a large step reduction in the load on the VBULK output. This clamp activates within 120 µs if the voltage at the
VBULK pin exceeds 107% of VNM. When activated, it blanks the gate control logic output and the PFCDRV pin is
held low. This clamp is non-latching so it releases once VBULK falls below trip level, i.e., 107% of VNM. For a
short duration BULK OV clamp event, recovery will be back to the operating mode in place at the beginning of
the event (usually normal mode). If VBULK stays above the clamp level for long enough, the conditions for entry
into light load mode may be satisfied and recovery will be into light load mode.

参考书籍
All of the measurement functions within the UCC29910A use the REFIN pin for their reference voltage, these
include (VNM，VBH，VBL，VLM，VB(max)，VB(min) 和 VCS). The specifications are written on the assumption that the
reference voltage is 1.500 V and variations in this will proportionally affect the accuracy of measurements. The
REFIN pin should be bypassed to VSS to reduce noise. A 100-nF capacitor connected between pin 6 and pin 14
is recommended, this part should be placed as close as possible to the controller and connected with minimum
length tracks.

Fault Latch

This latch is activated by pulling the FAULT pin to VSS. When activated the current PWM cycle is terminated,
PFCDRV is held Low and BIASCTRL is set low. The controller enters SmartStart mode if the FAULT input clears
high in less than tf (100 µs). If the FAULT input persists for longer than tf the controller enters a latched shutdown
mode The latched state is cleared if the LINESNS pin is held below 215 mVRMS for 120 ms. The controller will
re-start after a 10-s delay, providing LINESNS has recovered to at least VBH. Alternatively cycling chip power off
then on will also clear the latched state. Connecting a 1-nF capacitor between the FAULT pin and VSS is
recommended to reduce the risk of nuisance tripping.

PFC Drive

A power MOSFET driver, such as an NPN and PNP transistor or a UCC27324 will normally be required to
convert the PFCDRV output from the UCC29910A to the current and voltage levels typically needed to ensure
correct power MOSFET operation.
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Buck PFC Power Stage

The PFC stage converts the incoming rectified line voltage to a DC voltage on the output capacitors, power
transfer happening during the times when the line voltage is greater than the output voltage. The resulting
conduction angle is a function of both the incoming line and output voltages. In the reference design mentioned
above, the output voltage is set to 84 VDC. This is low enough to allow conduction angles sufficient to achieve a
PF (Power Factor) of at least 0.9 over an input voltage range from 90 VAC to 264 VAC. Other output voltage
levels may be set by altering the voltage sensing network at the VBULK pin. A 4:1 ratio between the VBULK and
LINESNS scaling ensures optimum operation of the SmartStart algorithm, so if the VBULK scaling is altered
significantly, then the LINESNS scaling should be altered too. A high efficiency second stage, controlled by a
UCC29900, can then down-convert to a nominal output of 19.25 V using a transformer with a simple 4:1 turns
ratio, or to any other desired output voltage. The basic Buck PFC power stage is shown in 图 1. This low-side
switched buck stage has the same performance as the more usual high-side switched buck converter. It features
easy power FET drive, at the expense of requiring output sense through a PNP level shift transistor, Q9. The
incoming AC line is fed through a rectifier and filter stages, not shown here. The resulting unipolar voltage (VHV)
is then fed into the power stage. The MOSFET is switched at a constant 100 kHz and the freewheeling diode
function is provided by D1. The output voltage (VBULK) is developed across the two large capacitors, C2 and C21.

图 1. Buck Power Stage (simplified)

图 2. Illustrative Line Current and Voltage
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The buck converter operates off a rectified sinusoid and there are periodic dead times when the input voltage is
lower than the output. During these times no power can be transferred to the output and the input current is
nominally zero. 图 2 shows the line current, IAC, falling to zero when VAC is less than VBULK. The associated
conduction angle increases as the RMS line voltage increases and the current waveform changes from low line
to high line. The input current is skewed a little towards the beginning of the conduction cycle because VBULK is
at its lowest value at this time so conduction starts at a lower voltage than it finishes. This effect may be seen in
图 3 和 图 4. These waveforms are taken from a 90-W buck PFC reference design, both meet the harmonics
requirements set out in EN61000-3-2 and their PF is greater than 90%.

图 3. 115 V, 60 Hz, Full Load, 0.5 A/div

图 4. 230 V, 50 Hz, Full Load, 0.5 A/div
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Start-Up With External FET

Conventional start-up schemes utilising either resistive or enhancement mode MOSFET feeds incur line
dependant static power losses. To avoid these power losses and to obtain an optimum turn-on time an external
depletion mode FET may be used 图 5 和 图 6. The VHV node is connected to the rectified incoming line. Q12 is
a depletion mode FET which will start charging C45 as soon as line power is connected. Initially U1 is inactive
and BIASCTRL is low. The VDD_3V rail will begin to increase as U10 starts to conduct. The POR (Power On
Reset) sequence of U1 will begin once this rail gets to about 1.7 V and will execute while the VDD_3V rail is
being established. The BIASCTRL pin will go high when BIASSNS reaches the VB(max) 级别上验证其电路。 If
VLINESNS is then > VBH, U1 begins to pulse the PFCDRV pin, which starts the process of charging the bulk
capacitors at the output of the buck PFC power stage. The PFCDRV current is drawn from C45, which starts to
discharge. If the voltage at the BIASSNS pin falls below VB(min) then PFC switching is disabled and Q12 is turned
on to re-charge C45. With the given component values the VB(max) level corresponds to 12 V and a VB(min) level of
6 V at the VCCA rail. The user sets the VB(max) 和 VB(min) levels depending on the characteristics of any alternative
components used by adjusting R84.

图 5. Simplified Schematic
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图 6. Start-Up Sequence Waveforms (Ch1 (Y), PFCDRV, Ch2 (R), VCCA, Ch3 (B), DUT VO)
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SmartStart, VBULK Ramp-Up

Once VCCA has reached 12 V and Q12 has been turned off, and VLINESNS > VBH, the PFCDRV output of U1
becomes active and begins driving the main power MOSFET. The SmartStart algorithm increases VBULK, the
voltage across C2 and C21, as rapidly as possible. This is done by transferring the maximum amount of energy
possible during each pulse set. The UCC29910A requires that the inductor has a Volt-sec product withstand
rating of 600 Vµs. In fact any inductor suitable for application in a buck PFC stage will already meet this
requirement in order to carry the full-load currents involved without saturating, therefore the Volt-sec rating will
not result in any additional constraints on the inductor design. However it is more convenient to think in terms of
applied Volt-sec product rather than the peak-inductor current.

The UCC29910A’s SmartStart algorithm generates a series of pulses for the switching MOSFET which apply a
constant Volt-sec product to the inductor during the on and off intervals. This ensures that the inductor current is
ramped up as high as possible while the MOSFET is on and then decays to zero during the off time. In fact, TOFF
is extended to 110% of nominal which provides margin to ensure the inductor current ramps back to zero. The
UCC29910A measures the instantaneous line voltage and the output voltage (VHV 和 VBULK 输入 图 1). The
voltage applied to the inductor when Q1 is on is then found by subtracting these two values. It then calculates an
appropriate TON corresponding to a 600 V x µs product. TOFF is calculated in a similar fashion except that the
inductor voltage during the off time is the voltage on the capacitors C2 and C21 (VBULK) plus the forward voltage
drop in D1 which is assumed to be 0.6 V. Inductor current is controlled on a cycle-by-cycle basis by constraining
the TON and TOFF values so that the inductor Volt-sec product is never exceeded. The initial TOFF intervals are
typically 1.1 ms long because the bulk capacitor voltage is still very low. As VBULK increases, the current
ramp-down rate increases so that the required TOFF reduces, allowing the pulses to occur more frequently. In
addition, as VBULK rises, the voltage across the PFC inductor during TON will drop, so the on-time is adjusted to
maintain a constant PFC inductor volt-secs product.

During ramp-up the UCC29910A monitors the voltage at the BIASSNS pin and if it falls below VB(MIN) the
ramp-up operation is terminated and the BIASCTRL pin goes low. In the reference design the minimum bias
voltage will be approximately 6 V. When BIASCTRL goes low, Q12 is turned on again and C45 will begin
charging back up towards 12 V. The ramp-up phase is then re-started. A maximum of 10 such restarts is allowed
before the UCC29910A goes into a latched shutdown mode. Line power cycling is necessary for recovery from
this mode.

Typically, the capacitor voltage increases monotonically until the voltage at the VBULK pin reaches 1.024 V. This
is slightly lower than VNM and in the circuit of 图 1 corresponds to a VBULK across C2 and C21 of 82 V. The
UCC29910A then switches to Normal Mode operation. This approach allows the fastest possible start-up time.

In order to save standby power at no load, once the start-up phase is complete, and VBULK is being regulated
(either by the normal mode voltage regulation loop, or the SmartBurst light-load mode), the BIASCTRL pin is
driven high. This turns the start-up fet off which eliminates the power loss in the start-up current path. While in
SmartBurst mode the voltage at the BIASSNS input is monitored. If the voltage at this pin drops below VB(min)
then the start-up fet is turned back on to recharge the capacitors on the VCCA rail. In this way and with the
component values shown, the VCCA rail is maintained above 6 V.
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Normal Mode Operation

In normal mode, the VBULK pin is controlled at VNM. Due to the slow voltage loop, and low gain at 100/120 Hz,
the voltage loop PI error amp output will be essentially a fixed demand. If the power stage stays in Discontinuous
Conduction Mode (DCM) throughout the half-cycle, then peak current will be proportional to (VHV-VBULK) over the
half cycle and IAVG is approximately proportional to IPEAK. If the power stage transitions into Continuous
Conduction Mode (CCM) during the line cycle, the current loop, responding to the average current, keeps the
peak current flatter, so the line current doesn’t quite follow (VIN-VO) anymore but average line current is approx
proportional to (VHV-VBULK) over the half-cycle. The overall effect is shown in the current waveforms in 图 3 和
图 4.

The line voltage is used by the control loop to set dynamic D最小值 and D最大值 values.

Transient Response and VBULK Regulation

When the UCC29910A is regulating in normal mode, the VBULK pin will be at VNM. An AC ripple at twice line
frequency will be superimposed on this as the PFC stage drives current into the bulk capacitors. The amplitude
of this ripple will be a function of line frequency, capacitance value and load current. Due to the necessary low
control loop bandwidth VBULK will reduce in response to a step load increase. If the load step is large enough to
cause the VBULK pin to reduce to less than 0.992 V the loop response is temporarily speeded up until this voltage
has been increased back up to 1.043 V at which point the original loop response is restored.

SmartBurst Mode (light load)

As load current reduces the UCC29910A will continue to regulate the voltage at the VBULK pin at VNM. It will do
this by reducing the PWMDRV waveform duty cycle, except that any pulses which are commanded to be less
than D最小值 will be masked and not delivered to the PWMDRV output. The proportion of cycles thus dropped is
counted over a 10-ms window and if it exceeds 10% the UCC29910A changes its operating mode to SmartBurst
mode.

In SmartBurst mode the UCC29910A enters a low power consumption mode to minimize wasted power and
improve light-load efficiency. Every 1 ms (approximately) it samples the voltages at the LINESNS and VBULK
pins. If the voltage at VBULK is still within a target window of 1.087 V to 1.074 V no action is taken. The applied
load will eventually cause the bus voltage to drop below this window and a burst of pulses are then output at the
PFCDRV pin. These drive the PFC FET and thereby recharge the PFC bus capacitance. The most efficient
transfer of power is achieved by minimizing the number of switching events, thus minimizing switching and gate
drive losses. The line voltage sample is used to set the maximum safe duty cycle for the PFCDRV pulses while
keeping the inductor current discontinuous, based on an inductor rating of 600 Vµs. The pulse duty cycle is
ramped from D最小值 to this maximum value. At the end of the burst, the pulse duty cycle is ramped back to D最小
值. Ramping the duty cycle in this manner avoids the sudden application of high power pulses to the power train
which may cause excessive EMI and unwanted audio noise generation. A full SmartBurst pulse will last for 2
ms – including the ramp-up time but excluding the ramp-down time.

The SmartBurst pulse train is terminated if the voltage at the VBULK pin reaches the peak value of the allowed
window, 1.087 V or if it exceeds 2 ms in length. There is a 5-ms minimum time between the start of successive
SmartBurst pulse trains.

The max burst length and minimum burst repetition interval ensure that as load is increased, at some point the
burst rate will become insufficient to maintain VBULK. Once the voltage falls below the normal mode setpoint VNM
at the VBULK pin the controller reverts to normal regulation mode.
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PFC Inductor Value

The PFC inductor is designed for an inductance value that ensures DCM operation at high line (i.e. >160 VAC),
right up to full-peak load. With an appropriate value of inductance, operation at low line should then result in
CCM operation over most of the conduction angle at full load. The inductance required is given by:

(1)

where:

(2)

And π is the stage conversion efficiency, θSTART is the phase angle (in radians) at which conduction starts, where
the instantaneous line voltage equals the bulk voltage. For a 100-W converter with an 84-VBULK DC output we
evaluate the equation at 160 V as follows.

(3)

Compared to the Boost PFC, much smaller values of PFC inductance can typically be used in the buck, because
the voltage differential that needs to be supported across the inductor is lower. Practical inductance values that
have been used in various designs have ranged from ~150 µH at 50 W, to ~80 µH to 100 µH at 90 W to 130 W.
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Bulk Capacitor Choice

The value of bulk capacitance required is dictated by requirements on the allowable ripple voltage and hold-up
time. In applications where hold-up time is not the main factor, then the capacitors should be sized for
approximately 12% peak-to-peak ripple as follows:

(4)

For a typical 90-W adapter using buck PFC, the required bus capacitance for ±6% maximum ripple at 90 VAC/50
Hz (12% total ripple) and at 84 VDC bus, assuming 96.5% efficiency of the second stage, would be:

(5)

where:
• PLOAD: load power drawn (usually by the second regulation/isolation stage)
• CBUS: bus capacitance
• θCOND_%: conduction angle at AC line of interest (as decimal percentage of total cycle, e.g. 50% conduction

angle expressed as 0.5)
• fAC: AC line frequency

The capacitance required to achieve a specific hold up time may be calculated as follows:

(6)

For example, in order to achieve 3-ms holdup, with nominal bus voltage of 84 VDC, ±5% maximum bus ripple,
and 70-VDC minimum bus regulation level for the second stage, the required bus capacitance would be
calculated as follows for a 90-W load, assuming 96.5% second stage efficiency:

(7)
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http://www.ti.com/product/UCC29910A?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
http://www.ti.com/product/UCC29910A?CMP=conv-poasamples#samplebuy
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TAPE AND REEL INFORMATION

*All dimensions are nominal

Device Package
Type

Package
Drawing

Pins SPQ Reel
Diameter

(mm)

Reel
Width

W1 (mm)

A0
(mm)

B0
(mm)

K0
(mm)

P1
(mm)

W
(mm)

Pin1
Quadrant

UCC29910APWR TSSOP PW 14 2000 330.0 12.4 6.9 5.6 1.6 8.0 12.0 Q1

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION
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*All dimensions are nominal

Device Package Type Package Drawing Pins SPQ Length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm)

UCC29910APWR TSSOP PW 14 2000 853.0 449.0 35.0

PACKAGE MATERIALS INFORMATION
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重要声明和免责声明
TI 提供技术和可靠性数据（包括数据表）、设计资源（包括参考设计）、应用或其他设计建议、网络工具、安全信息和其他资源，不保证没
有瑕疵且不做出任何明示或暗示的担保，包括但不限于对适销性、某特定用途方面的适用性或不侵犯任何第三方知识产权的暗示担保。
这些资源可供使用 TI 产品进行设计的熟练开发人员使用。您将自行承担以下全部责任：(1) 针对您的应用选择合适的 TI 产品，(2) 设计、验
证并测试您的应用，(3) 确保您的应用满足相应标准以及任何其他安全、安保或其他要求。这些资源如有变更，恕不另行通知。TI 授权您仅可
将这些资源用于研发本资源所述的 TI 产品的应用。严禁对这些资源进行其他复制或展示。您无权使用任何其他 TI 知识产权或任何第三方知
识产权。您应全额赔偿因在这些资源的使用中对 TI 及其代表造成的任何索赔、损害、成本、损失和债务，TI 对此概不负责。
TI 提供的产品受 TI 的销售条款 (https:www.ti.com.cn/zh-cn/legal/termsofsale.html) 或 ti.com.cn 上其他适用条款/TI 产品随附的其他适用条款
的约束。TI 提供这些资源并不会扩展或以其他方式更改 TI 针对 TI 产品发布的适用的担保或担保免责声明。IMPORTANT NOTICE

邮寄地址：上海市浦东新区世纪大道 1568 号中建大厦 32 楼，邮政编码：200122
Copyright © 2021 德州仪器半导体技术（上海）有限公司

https://www.ti.com.cn/zh-cn/legal/termsofsale.html
https://www.ti.com.cn
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